November 15, 2018


By ECFS

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, S.W.
Room TW-A325
Washington, DC 20554

REDACTED – FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION

Re: Applications of T-Mobile US, Inc. and Sprint Corporation for Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses and Authorizations, WT Docket No. 18-197

Dear Ms. Dortch:

T-Mobile US, Inc. (“T-Mobile”) hereby submits a supplement in response to the FCC’s August 15, 2018, General Information and Document Request from the Federal Communications Commission (the “Commission”) in the above-referenced docket. This supplemental filing includes: (i) further revised privilege logs and new privilege log entries; (ii) a supplemental document production resulting from privilege downgrades; and (iii) a file that associates corporate entities with counties for the cost data table previously provided in response to the FCC’s data request. While the corporate entities in the table do not have defined operating regions, T-Mobile used, as a proxy, data from its finance records to determine where each company has allocated fixed assets for tax purposes.

The supplement consists of a single DVD containing the load files, production index, production materials, and other referenced items associated with the document production changes, containing items tagged as “Highly Confidential,” “Confidential,” and “Public,” per the Protective Order. Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Protective Order, a copy of the


2 In the Matter of Applications of T-Mobile US, Inc. and Sprint Corporation Consolidated Applications for Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses and Authorizations, Protective Order, WT Docket No. 18-197, DA 18-624 (Jun. 15, 2018) (“Protective Order”). Pursuant to discussions with Staff, custodial documents and data and materials being provided with this response, unless specifically reviewed and downgraded, have been classified as “Highly Confidential.” Notwithstanding that default classification, Applicants are not asserting Highly Confidential status for any documents that have been publicly released (which would be Public) or for third party materials that are copyrighted (which would be considered Confidential).
Two filing is being provided to the Secretary’s Office, with the DVD. In addition, two copies of the Highly Confidential Filing are being delivered to Kathy Harris, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, with a copy of the DVD. A copy of the production materials from the DVD are also being provided to the FCC’s e-Discovery vendor. Finally, a copy of the Redacted Highly Confidential Filing is being filed electronically through the Commission’s Electronic Comment Filing System.

Finally, a copy of the Redacted Highly Confidential Filing is being filed electronically through the Commission’s Electronic Comment Filing System.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Nancy J. Victory

Nancy J. Victory

Enclosure

cc: Kathy Harris
    Linda Ray
    Kate Matraves
    Jim Bird
    David Krech
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